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Local  Practical  Sustainable  Solutions
We now have 13 years of Hemp Building expertise, making us one of the leading international experts in Hemp building.

From production of materials to the installation on site. We offer guidance for establishing Hemp Building materials from field to factory.

We can advise on design specifications and desired finishes for both client and professionals.

Training courses are supplied for companies and individuals providing both theory and practical experience.

International project consultancy available.
Many clients already have an idea of what kind of building they would like and we can help guide you to the right decisions about the final design details.

Alternatively we can suggest one of the designs we have developed from our experience from suitability for a particular climatic region to the availability of materials and skills locally for your project.

We can supply drawings for you to adapt or we can work with your local architect.
Developing materials for Hemp construction

We can advise on Hemp material production for particular building products, from Hemp fibre for insulation systems to a variety of forms of Hemp hurd to be used in Hempcrete or Hemp plasters.

Identifying the available local materials to be incorporated in any product to ensure sustainable production of high quality materials.

We have a broad understanding of global vernacular architecture and can help develop materials that suit local building styles and systems.

The incorporation of the latest technology and traditional methods can produce appropriate materials and applications.
Training for Hemp building skills

We run training courses here in Ireland for a variety of levels of expertise, from beginners in ‘green’ building to engineers and architects who want to expand their understanding of ecological concepts.

The courses combine an overview of natural building systems and design details of buildings using natural hemp materials.

Material preparation and application skills taught with hands-on experience.

The courses also provide training in finishing techniques for Hemp plaster, Lime rendering other external finishes and suitable paints that can be used.

Training courses can be designed to suit your projects need.
Marketing and Promotion Design

We can help you design your marketing strategy and promotional materials.

Brochures and leaflet design ready for printing

Large library of Hemp Building graphics available for attractive and relevant presentation.

Powerpoint and presentation slides made up for your Business or educational establishment.